Stay away from fraud people who promise you to give jobs

You can get job in Railways only on merit basis

DO NOT GIVE MONEY

Attention!

- Be careful of cheats, brokers and cons, who deceive and mislead candidates by promising them assured jobs in Railways through illegal means.
- Do not believe them or give any money to such people.
- All the examinations of the Railway Recruitment Board are held in a fare and transparent manner, and the selection of candidates are done purely on the merit basis. For all such vacancies, time-to-time advertisements are published through Central Employment Notices in Employment News magazine and leading national daily newspapers.
- For all written examinations, O.M.R. answer sheets are used which are evaluated through computerized machines.
- Railway Recruitment Board, Muzaffarpur, neither conducts any coaching classes for railway examinations nor recommends any book for it. RRB does not authorize any person or agency for any recruitment process or training.
- Candidates who use wrongful means or force will be directly disqualified.
- To provide information to the candidates, all examination results are published in the Employment News magazine and leading national daily newspapers. For detailed advertisement, results are displayed on the Railway Recruitment Board, Muzaffarpur, notice board and are also uploaded on the RRB, Muzaffarpur, website 1. http://www.rrbmuzaffarpur.gov.in
  2. http://rrbmuzaffarpur.bih.nic.in
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HELP US FIGHT AGAINST CORRUPTION